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Dish it Up - Dresden Plates

Supply  List 

SUPPLIES 

Fabric scissors
Small scissors to clip threads
Neutral thread for piecing
Thread that matches and also contrasts with your fabric 
 - this will be used for machine applique
Bring Embroidery Floss and embroidery needles
  -if you wish to do some had stitching as you applique 
 your plates to the background fabric
Marking tools to mark reference lines on fabric
Seam ripper
Rotary cutter with a new blade
Rotary cutter mat (ok to share a mat with others)
6” x 24” rotary cutting ruler
Dresden Plate Ruler - Any Dresden Plate ruler is �ne to bring. 
  I use Marti Michell’s Dresden Plate Ruler set (Product # 8965   
 these are the larger templates - not the mini set)

SEWING MACHINE

Clean and oil your machine before class
1/4” Foot/Patchwork Foot
Single hole and decorative hole stitch plate
New Needle in the machine and Extra sewing 
machine needles

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

FOR THE BLADES and CENTER CIRCLES:  This is a great quilt to use scraps.  Bring scraps that are at least 3” x 5”-6” (charm 
packs work �ne). Bring di�erent values (Light, Medium, Dark). Solids, small prints and tonals work best. If you don’t want to 
work scrappy bring 1/4 yard cuts or fat quarters of 4-8 di�erent fabrics in di�erent values.  Since we are working with 
smaller pieces of fabric for the blades - bring a big assortment of fabrics - the more the better.  You will have more to 
choose from (play with) - and if hopefully you will feel generous and be willing to share and swap fabris with others in the 
workshops

FOR THE BACKGROUND FABRIC

Bring 1 yard - 2 yards of background fabric that is either a solid or a tonal that reads as a solid. The background fabric 
should contrast with what you are using for your blades.  You want your blades to show up and stand out a bit against the 
background fabric.  If you are unsure - bring a few choices.  If you want to work scrappy bring pieces that are at least 14” x 
14” or even fat quarters.  

Dresden Plates have always been a popular block.  Expore how to create the traditional block as well as ways new and 
creative ways to work with the traditional block.  Exlpore di�erent blade sizes, overlapping blocks, and di�erent ways to 
�nish the center.  Learn di�erent ways to attache the plate to your background fabric (hand applique, hand embroidery, 
machine appique, decorative stitches on your sewing machine.)   This is a design and technique class - you will leave 
with several Dresden plate blocks that you can turn into pillows, table runners or incorporate into a quilt. 


